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France, Spain: Pyrenees On/Off (M-ID: 2360)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2360-france-spain-pyrenees-on-slash-off

from €1,349.00
Dates and duration (days)

Individual arrival/departure to Prades. On low-traffic, small roads and unpaved paths to exciting
discoveries through the hinterland of the Pyrenees.

On the smallest paths on an exciting exploration of the
French-Spanish border area. Our starting point is renowned
beyond the region for its strategic location between the
Pyrenees and the Mediterranean, at the foot of the
impressive Pic du Canigou. The Mediterranean climate with
over 300 days of sunshine and the impressive natural
diversity of the Pyrenees make this place the ideal starting
point for extensive motorcycle tours in the area. It offers
rocky coasts, sandy beaches, mountain streams, reservoirs,
rugged gorges and fertile plains. Nature is diverse with
ferns and firs as well as palms and lemon trees, both
growing in a very small area. Numerous castles, palaces
and monasteries are witnesses of the eventful past.
Countless myths and fairy tales entwine around the holy
mountain of the Catalans, the Canigou with many
impressive testimonies of the mysterious Cathars.

Tour itinerary:
Day 1: Individual arrival at the base hotel in Prades.

Day 2: From Prades we ride through the Plaine du
Roussillon to Collioure and have a coffee by the sea. We
continue along the Monts Albères to La Jonquera. There
we take the way back to France over partly unpaved roads.
(approx. 270km)

Day 3: Start westwards into the mountains to Olette. From
there we take the smallest roads and unpaved paths over
the Col de Sansa into the valley of the L'Aude to Axat. First
further east and then via the Gorges de Galamus and
Sournia on the smallest roads and dirt tracks back to
Prades.
(approx. 235km)

Day 4: We start again in the direction of Sournia, pass
through the sparsely populated Fenouillet into the

the valley of the Tet. From Marquixanes we set off to ride
the Canigou on Routes Forestières. Over the Escala de
l`Ours we ride to Vernet to explore more dirt roads. On the
way back to Prades we have the opportunity to explore the
medieval Villefranche-de-Conflent on foot.
(approx.200 km)

Day 5: We head towards Arles-sur-Tech and from there to
Catalonia. After a small snack we ride over partly unpaved
passes back to Céret and from there over small mountain
roads back to Prades. (approx. 230 km)

Day 6: Today the suitcases are assembled and we make a
small shopping tour to Pas de la Casa / Port d`Envalira in
Andorra. On the way back via Ax-les-Thermes and through
the beautiful Sault to Axat we turn again into the valley of
the L'Aude and ride over the Col du Garavel and the Col de
Jou back to Prades.
(approx. 270 km)

Day 7: Breakfast and individual journey home.

(Programme subject to change)
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Countries France

Spain

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Combo On-/Offroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

Rider in double room €1,349.00

pillion passenger €899.00

Single room surcharge €290.00

Included

6 nights in a double room

half board

German-speaking tour guide

Entrance fees

SPECIAL: Accompaniment by a reporter of MOTORRAD

Not included

Everything that is not listed under features

Motorcycle

Gasoline

Lunch

Beverages

Toll fees

Travel cancellation and return transport insurance
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More details

Total distance: about 1000 - 1200 km

Daily stages: between 150 and 270 km

Road condition: Small and smallest roads, Offroad around 20 %

Riding skills: Not suitable for beginners, solid off-road experience is required. Pillion passengers are only
allowed with experienced riders - if in doubt, ask us!

Minimum number of participants: Six riders. If the minimum number of participants is not reached, we reserve
the right to cancel the tour up to 28 days before the start of the tour.
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